


Summer is here! And along with it, a few of our favorite things: 
summer reading, ice cream, walks around the lake...AND reopening 
Wild Rumpus to in-store browsing! We are so excited to have our 
doors back open to the public. Whether you continue to visit us 

virtually or walk through our little purple door, 
welcome back!

Our summertime dreams are shared by Maya 
in the glowingly illustrated book The Perfect 
Plan. Maya wants to build a perfect fort--an 
oasis to imagine, play, and read in. So she 
does her research. She makes blueprints. 
She prepares. But when she starts to build, 
not everything goes to plan. With the help 
of some woodland friends, her vision takes 

shape and transforms into a beautiful and unexpected reality. Like 
Maya, we know how it feels to have nothing go according to plan. 
And like Maya, we couldn’t have made it through the tumultuous 
past year and a half without our community--
boundless thanks to you all. 

John Green’s latest book, The Anthropocene 
Reviewed, is a collection of essays positioned 
as five-star reviews of facets of a complex 
world. The book explores what it means to be 
human: the wonderous and the awful, the vast 
and the personal. It is also, in part, about trying 
to make sense of the world in the midst of our 
current moment. It gives room for sorrow and 
pain without entirely giving over to despair, 
and avoids sugarcoating while maintaining a 
steadfast hope. Green writes from the early 
depths of the pandemic that, despite the current darkness, 
“the light-soaked days are coming.” Some of you might feel like 
you are standing in them now. For others, such a thing might seem 
impossible, unreachable. But friends, the light-soaked days are 
coming, and whenever they find you, we hope to meet you there. 
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The Perfect Plan by Leah Gilbert, Bloomsbury Children’s Books, $17.99 

The Anthropocene Reviewed by John Green, Dutton, $28.00

Next to You: A Book of Adorableness 
by Lori Haskins Houran, illustrated by Sydney Hanson, Albert Whitman & 

Company, $7.99

    Striking the perfect balance between silly 
and sweet, this book’s illustrations and text 
are both cheek-pinchingly cute. Lori Haskins 
Houran and Sydney Hanson throw out just 
about every adorable animal you can think of-
-but, dear reader, they’re nothing compared 
to you. Perfect for reading out loud, this book 
lets the little one you’re buying for know that 
nothing in the world can compete with them--
not even a baby giraffe.    Linda

Let’s Say Hello by Giselle Ang, 
illustrated by Erica Sirotich, HarperFestival, 
$7.99

   Bonjou! Sannu! Namaste! Hello! Learn 
to say “hello” twelve different ways in this 
sweet and simple introduction to greetings 
from around the world. Colorful illustrations 
accompany each “hello” spoken by kids 
across the globe. This is a perfect board 
book for a kiddo learning to speak and 
greet the world!      Claire 

My Art Book of Friendship 
by Shana Gozansky, Phaidon Press, $16.95

 Who says toddlers can’t appreciate art? In 
this brilliantly unique series, not only has 
Gozansky accumulated work by renowned 
artists from across the centuries and around 
the world, she has made it accessible 
to young people. This is the perfect gift 
for art loving parents. An enriching and 
touching way to celebrate friendship through 
photographs, paintings, sculptures, and 
more. There are so many wonderful ways to 
be a friend! Beth

Darling Baby by Maria Kalman, 
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers, $18.99

    Darling Baby is a gorgeous picture 
book that captures a summer spent with 
grandma. Kalman’s use of descriptive 
words paired with her beautiful illustrations 
of sandy beaches and bustling parties 
make this book come to life. So put down 
your work and step into this vivid summer 
away as you reminisce on your own 
memories with your loved one today.  
Jess 

baby & toddler
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Juan Hormiga by Gustavo Roldán, 
translated by Robert Croll, Elsewhere Editions, 
$22.00

   I’m so charmed by Juan Hormiga, an ant who 
is both a superb storyteller and a champion 
napper. He tells tales of his grandfather’s 
adventures and takes up to ten siestas a day, 
but one day decides to go on an adventure of 
his own. Roldán’s illustrations feel timeless, 
and the story delightfully shows how legends 
grow in the telling. Maybe Juan Hormiga 
is truly the inheritor of his grandfather’s 
adventures after all.      Timothy

House Mouse by Michael Hall, 
Greenwillow Books, $17.99

    One day an industrious little mouse finds a 
warm cozy fire, so she chooses to build a house 
on that spot. Her house has a stove, a roof, and a 
floor, but what is really important about the house 
is what it, well, houses. As is typical of Michael 
Hall, simple text and bright illustrations hide a 
heart-warming meaning. Houses only become 
homes because of what is inside.  Anna

picture picture
We All Play by Julie Flett,
Greystone Kids, $17.95

   Julie Flett is one of my favorite Indigenous author/
illustrators and in this sweet book she shines again! 
Simple words accompany soft illustrations of animal 
activities, mirrored by kid activities. Perfect for 
interactive storytimes where words can be acted 
out (“animals hide and hop and sniff and sneak and 
peep and peek”) and Cree and English refrains 
can be shouted out: “ We play too! kimetuawanew 

mina!” Audio of Cree pronunciation can be found at this book’s page at 
greystonebooks.com, and a glossary of Cree words for all of the animal 
species is included (translation courtesy of the Cree Literacy Network). We all 
play! kimetawanaw mina!!      Collette

The Dance of the Bees by Fran Nuño, translated by 
John Brokenbrow, illustrated by Zuzanna Celej 
Cuento de Luz, $16.95

   In this strikingly beautiful book, a grandmother 
and granddaughter walk together in the summer 
countryside while Grandma lets her in on the 
secrets of the bees: “My grandma loved bees”. 
Years later, the granddaughter returns to the 
same meadow with her own son and they follow 
a dancing bee to an unexpected treasure. Each 
two-page spread features a corresponding haiku 
printed vertically. The illustrations are spare and 

gently luminous in their depictions of bees in nature. Pollination is explained in 
simple terms and the ‘dance’ of the honeybee comes to life! In the afterword, 
the author recounts the history and format of the traditional Japanese haiku 
and encourages the reader to give it a whirl. I love this gracious summer book!  
Collette

On the Other Side of the Forest by Nadine 
Robert,
illustrated by Nadine Robert, Greystone Kids, $18.95

    Arthur’s father is quite curious about what 
lives on the other side of the forest, and so he 
comes up with a magnificent plan in order to 
find out. With cute, charcoal-like illustrations to 
accompany it, this story is one of determination 
and hard work. Not to mention, a great father-
son adventure!   Anastasia 

On the Day the Horse Got Out 
by Audrey Helen Weber, 
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers, 
$18.99 

    Debut author Audrey Helen Weber 
masterfully delivers an original picture 
book that feels timeless. The text’s 
galloping rhythm evokes classic 
Mother Goose nursery rhymes, with 
the refrain “Watch out, watch out, the 
horse is out!” The dream-like story 
balances ordinary (“the birds flew 

south”) and eccentric (“the frog had doubts”) as the pastoral world 
reacts to news of the escape. Weber’s illustrations meld the colorful 
whimsicality of Eric Carle with the darker undertones of Maurice Sendak. 
The playful tension between art and words builds to a delightfully 
enigmatic end.  Kara

CURRENTLY 
UNAVAILABLE

Reprint Coming Soon
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picture intermediate 

Healer of the Water Monster by Brian Young, 
Heartdrum, $16.99

   I absolutely adore Nathan and Pond, the 
Water Monster. In this #OwnVoices debut, Brian 
Young weaves traditional Navajo folklore with 
a coming of age story all middle schoolers can 
relate to. Nathan faces challenges of the heart, 
mind, body, and spirit; yet, with the help of his 
family, friends, and newfound Holy Beings, he 
perseveres. Nathan is the everyday hero I hope 
all young people aspire to be: compassionate, 
brave, and imaginative.    Beth 

The Shape of Thunder by Jasmine Warga, 
Balzer + Bray, $16.99 

   Sometimes we need to process our fears through 
fiction. Best friends Cora and Quinn haven’t 
spoken since last November 11th when their 
worlds crumbled due to gun violence at school. 
Both think they shouldn’t be friends because of 
what happened when each of their older siblings 
died. Cora and Quinn begin collaborating to 
try to find a wormhole through time to prevent 
their worst nightmare from coming true. Told in 
alternating first-person perspectives, this tender 
and endearing story gently addresses grief, 
xenophobia, familial love, and hope.  Kara 

Da Vinci’s Cat 
by Catherine Gilbert Murdock, Greenwillow Books, 
$17.99

    Dive into a story of time travel, art, and Italy with 
this fascinating novel for intermediate and young 
adult readers. Set in 1500’s Rome and modern-
day New Jersey, this adventure story will have 
you up all night reading about Federico, Beatrice, 
Juno the cat, and their journey through time. 
Expertly written in both periods’ styles, this story 
includes real historical figures like Michelangelo, 
Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael, Pope Julius II, and 
even Federico himself!     Anastasia  

Bubbles...Up! by Jaqueline Davies, 
illustrated by Sonia Sánchez, Katherine Tegen Books, 
$17.99 

   Plunge into this perfect celebration of a summer 
swim! Paired with Sánchez’s lively illustrations, 
Davies’ words swim right off the page as they 
depict the wonders of splashing, diving, and 
soaring underwater.  With onomatopoeias galore, 
you will be craving a dip to your local pool.     Beth

The Capybaras by Alfredo Soderguit,
Greystone Kids, $18.95

     Everything was fine on the farm. The chickens had 
a routine, and they followed their own set of rules. 
That is, until the capybaras arrived. They are big 
and different and strange, and the chickens are not 
happy about them. Alongside stunning limited palette 
illustrations, this beautiful book addresses our fear of 
the unknown and teaches a powerful lesson about 
acceptance.     Anna

Boogie Boogie, Y’all by C.G. Esperanza, 
Katherine Tegan Books, $18.99

   As we get older we tend to overlook the 
beauty in everyday things. Thankfully the kids 
in our lives will always remind us to look at life 
with a different lens. Art is all around us and 
the vibrant illustrations in this upbeat picture 
book are a fantastic reminder as to why art is 
so important in our communities.    Jess
  

Brave as a Mouse by Nicolo Carozzi, 
Random House Studio, $17.99

   Mouse’s friend is in trouble! How will Mouse 
save her friend, Fish, from the three hungry cats? 
Accompanied by stunning graphite illustrations, 
Carozzi presents a short but sweet story about risking 
everything to help a friend in need. Just like Mouse, 
you don’t have to be big to be brave! Perfect for new 
readers.      Anastasia 
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young adult

The River Has Teeth by Erica Waters, 
Harper Teen, $17.99

   Forests are vast and eerie, and if you’ve ever 
spent time in the woods, you know how easy it 
is to get spooked. In The River Has Teeth, Erica 
Waters has crafted the absolute perfect setting for 
a combination horror/fantasy novel. Her writing is 
captivating, luring you deeper and deeper into the 
story. Just like being lost in the woods, you’ll find 
yourself imagining something magical at the turn of 
every page. Or something more sinister.     Anna

Victories Greater Than Death by Charlie Jane Anders, 
Tor Teen, $18.99

   Do you remember the first episode (or chapter 
or movie trailer) that made your eyes go as big as 
saucers and filled your heart with all the wonder 
of what the universe could hold? THAT’S what 
Victories Greater Than Death feels like. This is sci-fi 
at its most joyful, a ragtag team of humans tossed 
into a universe as vast and fun as they are. Pure, 
imaginative jubilance!       Linda      

graphic
Grumpy Monkey: Freshly Squeezed by Suzanne Lang, 
illustrated by, Max Lang Random House Studio, $9.99

  Meet Jim Panzee, a chimp with a slight problem managing 
his emotions. All he wants to do is take his relaxing morning 
walk, but his friends keep stressing him out! Fortunately, 
he has a stress orange and a calming mantra: “Squeeze, 
squeeze, mind at ease.” As he runs into more problems on 
his walk, Jim learns that maybe he needs more than a stress 
orange and a mantra to get through the rough times. Maybe 
what he really needs is the help of some really good friends. 
     Anna

Chunky by Yehudi Mercado, Katherine Tegen Books, $12.99

 This semi-autobioGRAPHical (buh dum tss) book stars 
the author in his formative years, trying and failing 
spectacularly to find a sport at which he can excel. 
Mercado strikes the perfect balance of self-deprecating 
slapstick and sincere storytelling, and his loveable and 
intensely encouraging sidekick, Chunky, is an absolute 
delight. From meta jokes to mega heart, this book does 
it all.      Linda 

Gearbreakers by Zoe Hana Mikuta, 
Feiwel & Friends, $18.99

 In this cyberpunk adventure, two girls on opposing 
sides will discover they’ve got more in common 
than they could’ve ever imagined -- including 
growing feelings for one another. Sona is secretly 
working against the tyrannical Godolia as a Windup 
pilot, and Eris is one of the young rebels -- called 
Gearbreakers -- who fights to take down the 
mecha-deities. Featuring found family, sapphic 
romance, and both heartbreaking and devastatingly 
tender moments, Gearbreakers is a wildly 
entertaining ride from start to finish.     Jenna

The Legend of Auntie Po by Shing Yin Khor, Kokila, $12.99

    Set in a logging camp in the Sierra Nevadas in 1885, The 
Legend of Auntie Po explores belonging, identity, and faith 
through myths. Thirteen-year-old Mei is a queer Chinese kid 
who bakes incredible pies and loves to tell stories, including 
one of a giant Paul Bunyan-esque lumberjack named Auntie 
Po and her massive blue water buffalo, Pei Pei. Auntie Po 
manifests to guide Mei through her experiences of racial 
injustices and camp crises. The Legend of Auntie Po is an 
exquisite blend of historical fiction, mythology, and visual 
storytelling.     Kara

The Accursed Vampire by Madeline McGrane, 
Quill Tree Books, $12.99
    Ok look, this book is so much fun. Drago is a vampire who 
must do the bidding of a witch or get turned into worms—huge 
bummer, very stressful. When the witch sends them to fetch 
a stolen spellbook, Drago and their friends need to learn 
how to trust one another. The Accursed Vampire is funny 
and affecting, with similar vibes as Over the Garden Wall or 
Adventure Time.     Timothy
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young adult

Ace of Spades by Faridah Àbíké-Íyímídé, 
Feiwel & Friends, $18.99

   In this Gossip Girl-meets-Get Out dark 
academia thriller, two Black students at Niveus 
Private Academy find themselves embroiled 
in a sinister plot unfolding at their school, led 
by the mysterious “Aces.” Featuring two queer 
protagonists, an examination of institutionalized 
racism, and shocking twists and turns, this 
book will have your heart racing from start to 
finish.      Jenna

Don’t Hate the Player by Alexis Nedd,  
Bloomsbury YA, $17.99

    Emilia is the picture-perfect daughter and 
student by day, but by night she has a secret 
spot on a highly competitive eSports team. 
Emilia runs into trouble when her team has 
the chance to compete in a nearby eSports 
tournament and an old childhood friend, Jake, 
appears and throws Emilia off her game. 
Abound with fun references to gaming culture, 
a charming romance, and a bit of drama, this 
book will easily entertain and enchant any 
reader.     Jenna

adult
Worldly Things by Michale Kleber-
Diggs, Milkweed Editions, $22.00

   The poems in Kleber-Diggs’s 
debut are hard—but hopeful—
meditations on fatherhood, aging 
gracefully, Blackness, and what 
it means to be a good neighbor 
in a country whose State agents 
routinely murder (or allow the 
murder of) Black and Indigenous 
citizens. The scope of this 
book’s attention is there in the 
title, encompassing the whole 
world. May we all aspire to the 
thoughtfulness and generosity these 
poems extend toward us and toward 
the world.     Timothy

People We Meet on Vacation by Emily 
Henry, Berkley, $16.00

    With an achingly long slow-burn, 
this summer romance chronicles the 
decade-long relationship of two best 
friends who will work their way into 
your heart in no time. Alex and Poppy 
have taken a vacation together every 
summer for a decade, until two years 
ago, when things changed. Poppy and 
Alex must navigate tangled feelings, 
the growing distance between them, 
and the question of how they fit into 
each other’s lives in this heartfelt love 
story. Jenna

Blackout by Dhonielle Clayton, Tiffany D. Jackson, Nic 
Stone, Angie Thomas, Ashley Woodfolk, & Nicola Yoon, 
Quill Tree Books, $19.99

    Woven together from the imaginations of six 
beloved authors, Blackout shows how a loss of 
power in New York City one hot summer night 
brings people together—and, especially, shines 
a light on love. From long-overdue confessions 
to nursing home meet-cutes, there’s a story here 
to warm every heart, as Black teens of different 
ages, classes, origins, and sexualities come 
together—and ultimately attend a killer block 
party.    Linda
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